This paper presents the Speech Technology Center (STC) speaker recognition (SR) systems submitted to the VOiCES From a Distance challenge 2019
Introduction
Text-independent speaker recognition remains a challenging task for modern voice biometrics systems. Complex speaker voice information must be captured from highly variable data with no evident speaker patterns. Candidate solutions must generalize well in order to be robust to new possible deployment conditions.
The last investigations performed for NIST SRE 2016 [1] and NIST SRE 2018 [2] datasets confirm that discriminatively trained deep speaker embeddings extractors provide State-ofthe-Art performance in SR task. According to the results of previous studies on text-independent speaker recognition in telephone [1] and microphone channels [3] , deep speaker embeddings based systems (like x-vectors) significantly outperform conventional i-vector based systems in terms of speaker recognition performance. In addition, recent studies [4, 5, 6 ] present the successful implementation of some proven approaches from face recognition field for deep speaker embeddings extractors training. A comparative study of different back-end solutions for DNN based speaker embeddings was presented in [7] . This work demonstrated that cosine similarity metric learning (CSML) approach can be effectively used for speaker verification in deep neural network (DNN) embeddings domain. It was shown that the performance of deep speaker embeddings based systems can be improved by using CSML with the triplet loss training scheme in both clean and in-the-wild conditions.
The VOiCES from a Distance challenge 2019 (VOiCES 2019 challenge) [8, 9] is aimed to support research in the area of speaker recognition and automatic speech recognition with the special focus on single channel far-field audio under noisy conditions. This paper describes the STC speaker recognition systems submitted to the VOiCES challenge for both fixed and open conditions. During the challenge, we explored several systems based on deep speaker embeddings extraction. With the example of some systems from NIST 2018, we considered deeper neural networks architecture with additional recurrent layers (LSTM) on the frame level.
In this work we also address the problem of data preparation for robust embedding extractors training. In particular, we used automatic room impulse response (RIR) generator to simulate reverberation during the data augmentation process. Additionally, we explored different speech activity detectors. Simple energy based speech activity detector (SAD) and automatic speech recognition (ASR) based SAD were investigated.
Taking into account the results of [7] we analyse the efficiency of CSML as a Back-End scoring model. The rest of the paper contains descriptions and implementation details of the systems submitted to the VOiCES 2019 challenge.
System components description
In this section we provide a description of all the components used in our systems.
Front-End
Two types of Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) were used in this research as low-level features:
• 23 dimensional MFCC extracted from raw audio signal (8000 Hz) with 25ms frame-length and 15 ms overlap;
• 40 dimensional MFCC extracted from raw audio signal (16000 Hz) with 25ms frame-length and 15 ms overlap.
After the features were extracted we applied two different postprocessing techniques depending on the type of embedding extractor used later:
• local Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN) over a 3-second sliding window;
• local CMN over a 3-second sliding window and global Cepstral Mean and Variance Normalization (CMVN) over the whole utterance.
We explored two types of speech activity detectors for SR task: energy-based SAD from Kaldi Toolkit and a more sophisticated ASR-based SAD [10] .
Weighted Prediction Error (WPE) method was used in some cases before MFCC extraction for speech dereverberation in order to improve signal quality. We used the open-source implementation 2 [11] of the WPE [12] algorithm.
Speaker embedding
In this work we focused on two types of deep neural network speaker embeddings: x-vectors [13] and Speaker Residual Net based embeddings recently proposed by the authors [4] . We refer to the latter as c-vectors.
All STC x-vector systems for this challenge utilized Kaldi Toolkit [14] . Our x-vector systems were mainly based on the configuration described in [15] and its modifications (see Section 4.1.1). The speaker embeddings in this case are extracted from the affine layer on top of the statistics pooling layer of the classifier network.
All STC c-vector systems for this challenge utilized Pytorch [16] . Our c-vector systems were mainly based on the configuration described in [4, 7] . In addition to the ideas outlined in these papers we used factored form of TDNN for some of cvector extractors implementation.
To train speaker embedding extractors we used different dataset configurations described in Section 3. Moreover, we explored different MFCC configurations and SAD systems in our subsystems. A detailed description of the extractors is presented in Section 4.
Back-End
To discriminate speakers in a DNN-based speaker embeddings space we used CSML approach with the triplet loss training scheme [17] . Scores s-normalization technique from [18] was used for both x-vector and c-vector systems.
Fusion and Calibration
In our experiments the development set was divided into two equal parts (devset-I and devset-II). One was used for scores normalization and the other was used for calibration and fusion parameters tuning and vice versa.
The final STC submission systems were obtained by the fusion of several subsystems at the score level. Fusion was performed by a linear regression model with equal weights for all the individual systems or weights obtained empirically (based on the individual systems quality estimation).
The calibration of the fused systems was done by logistic regression using the BOSARIS toolkit [19] .
Training data
According to the last studies [15, 20, 4] training data preparation plays a crucial role in deep speaker embeddings extractor training. Therefore, in this work we paid great attention to the selection of training data for tuning speaker recognition systems in single channel far-field audio, under noisy conditions. 2 https://github.com/fgnt/nara_wpe
Fixed training condition
The recordings sampling rate in fixed conditions was 16000 Hz. We considered the following three versions of the training set for fixed conditions:
FixData-I includes VoxCeleb1, VoxCeleb2 (development set) and their augmented versions. Augmented data was generated using standard augmentation recipe from Kaldi Toolkit [13] (reverberation, babble, music and noise) using the freely available MUSAN and RIR datasets 3 . Augmentation was performed in order to simulate the distortions typical to farfield microphone under noisy conditions. Reverberation was added to both clean and distorted (babble, music and noise) sound recordings. The final database consists of approximately 5,600,000 examples (7205 speakers). Energy-based SAD from Kaldi Toolkit [13] was applied to select speech frames from the data. Audio samples with speech duration less than 3.5 seconds were excluded and the maximum amount of samples for one speaker was limited to 8.
FixData-II 4 consists of VoxCeleb1, VoxCeleb2 and SITW and their augmented versions. The augmented data were obtained in a way similar to FixData-I, but reverberation was performed using the impulse response generator based on [21] . Four different RIRs were generated for each of 40,000 rooms with a varying position of sources and destructors. It should be noted that, in contrast to the original Kaldi augmentation, we reverberated both speech and noise signals. In this case different RIRs generated for one room were used for speech and noise signals respectively. Thus we obtained more realistic data augmentation. The final database consists of approximately 5,200,000 examples (7562 speakers). Similarly to FixData-I, energy-based SAD [13] was applied to filter out nonspeech frames.
FixData-III: This database is similar to FixData-II, but ASR based SAD [10] was used to preprocess the examples from the database instead of the energy-based SAD.
Open training condition
We extended the training dataset for open conditions by adding telephone channel data from NIST SREs datasets.
OpenData-IV: All data from the NIST 2018 SRE fixed training conditions with VoxCeleb1, VoxCeleb2 (development set) and SITW. Augmented data was generated using standard augmentation from Kaldi Toolkit [13] (reverberation, babble, music and noise). Energy-based SAD from Kaldi Toolkit [13] was applied to preprocess the examples from the database. The final database consists of approximately 8,000,000 examples (13613 speakers). All data was downsampled to 8000 Hz.
Implementation details 4.1. Fixed training conditions

X-vector based systems
All considered x-vector based systems for fixed conditions utilize 40 dimensional MFCC with local CMN-normalization as input features and CSML as a back-end.
Xvec-TDNN-V1: Standard x-vector system described in [13] . FixData-I was used to train the embedding extractor.
Xvec-TDNN-V2: Xvec-TDNN trained on FixData-II. Xvec-TDNN-V3: Xvec-TDNN trained on FixData-III. Xvec-TDNN-LSTM-V1: This system configuration is based on Xvec-TDNN. The difference is that the 4th layer was replaced by LSTM layer with cell dimension of 512, delay in the recurrent connections equal to -3, and both recurrent and non-recurrent projection dimension equal to 256. The embedding extractor was trained on FixData-I.
Xvec-TDNN-LSTM-V3: Xvec-TDNN-LSTM trained on FixData-III.
Xvec-Ext-TDNN-V1: Configuration of this system was an extended version of the original TDNN system used in Xvec-TDNN-V1. The differences here include an additional TDNN layer with wider temporal context, and unit context TDNN layers between wide context TDNN layers. This approach is taken from the JHU-MIT System Description for NIST SRE18 [2] . This embedding extractor was trained on FixData-I.
Xvec-Ext-V3: Xvec-Ext-TDNN trained on FixData-III.
Xvect-Ext-TDNN-LSTM-V3:
This system is the extended version of the original x-vector extractor, similar to XvecExtended-TDNN, but with 9th layer replaced by LSTM-layer with cell dimension of 512, delay in the recurrent connections equal to -3, and both recurrent and non-recurrent projection dimension equal to 256. The LSTM layer context was reduced to 3. This embedding extractor was trained on FixData-III.
Xvect-FTDNN-V2: This system is based on the factorized TDNN embedding extractor system proposed by JHU-MIT for NIST SRE18 [2] . The main idea is that TDNN pre-pooling layers in the original X-vector system are replaced by factorized TDNN with skip connections, where prior layers are concatenated to the input of the current layer. The proposed system mainly differs from the original FDNN one in changed skip connections and reduced sizes of TDNN layers. More architecture details are presented in Table 1 . This configuration contained less parameters than Extended TDNN based systems. FixData-II was used for training. 
C-vector based systems
C-vector embedding architecture is based on residual blocks built using TDNN architecture, MFM (Max-Feature-Map) activations [22] and A-Softmax (Angular Softmax) activation [23] .
One of the proposed c-vector systems uses the original ResTDNN blocks from [4] , while others utilize Extended TDNN blocks schematically described in Figure 1 . The main differences between presented systems are the number of these Extended ResTDNN blocks and the value of the fixed parameter (f) that defines the size of layers used in these blocks.
All systems use 40 dimensional MFCC with local CMNnormalization and global CMVN-normalization as input features and CSML as a backend.
Cvec-ResTDNN-V1: Original SpeakerResNet44 based extractor (c-vector) proposed in [4] and trained on FixData-I. This architecture contains 20 basic ResTDNN blocks, described in [4] , with one skip connection.
Cvec-ExtResTDNN-V1: This system contains 20 Extended ResTDNN blocks with fixed parameter f = 2. FixData-I was used for training.
Cvec-ExtResTDNN-V2: This system contains 26 Extended ResTDNN blocks with fixed parameter f = 2. FixData-II was used for training.
Cvec-ExtResTDNN-V1-V2: This system uses 20 Extended ResTDNN blocks with fixed parameter f = 2. FixData-I and FixData-II were used for training.
Cvec-Wide-ResTDNN-V2: This system is similar to previous one, it also contains 20 Extended ResTDNN blocks, but they are wider because of the fixed parameter f = 4. Only Database-II was used for training.
Cvec-Wide-ExtResTDNN-V2: This system contains 24 Extended ResTDNN blocks and fixed parameter f = 5. Only Database-II was used for training.
Open training data conditions
For open training conditions along with individual systems from Section 4.1, we used the following single systems trained on OpenData-IV:
Xvec-TDNN-V4: The configuration of this system is similar to Xvect-TDNN-V4 used for fixed conditions. In contrast, it uses 23 dimensional MFCC with local CMN and global
CMVN-normalization.
Xvec-TDNN-V4-WPE: The embedding extractor in this system is the same as in Xvec-TDNN-V4, the only difference is that the test input speech signals were dereverberated by WPE algorithm before MFCC extraction.
Cvec-ResTDNN-V4: Original c-vector based system SpeakerResNet44 from [4] . This system contains 20 basic ResTDNN blocks, described in [4] , with one skip connection.
Cvec-ResTDNN-V1-WPE: The embedding extractor in this system is the same as in Cvec-ResTDNN-V1, the test input speech signals were dereverberated by WPE algorithm before MFCC extraction.
Submitted systems
For the fixed conditions all single systems described in sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 were used. For the open conditions we used all fixed condition subsystems together with the subsystems described in 4.2. We used different score normalization and fusion strategies mentioned in 2.4:
Fixed1 / Open1: the final score was estimated as the mean LLR score of two fused subsystems: 1) devset-II was used for the subsystems scores normalization, fusion was implemented with equal weights, devset-I was used for the system calibration; 2) devset-I was used for the subsystems scores normalization, fusion was implemented with equal weights, devset-II was used for the system calibration.
Fixed2 / Open2: devset-II was used for the subsystems scores normalization, fusion was implemented with equal weights, devset-I was used for the system calibration.
Fixed3 / Open3: devset-II was used for the subsystems scores normalization, fusion weights were obtained empirically (based on the individual subsystems quality estimation), devset-II was used for the system calibration.
Results and discussion
Experiment results for our single and fusion systems on the development and evaluation sets are presented in Tables 2 and  3 respectively, in terms of EER (Equal Error Rate), minDCF (minimum Detection Cost Function), actDCF (actual Detection Cost Function) and Cllr (Log-Likelihood Ratio Cost) metrics using official scoring software [9] .
It should be noted that deeper x-vector extractors with additional LSTM frame level layers perform better than original x-vector system. Our best single system Xvect-Ext-TDNN-LSTM-V3 achieves top performance on both the development (minDCF = 0.194) and evaluation sets (minDCF = 0.349). According to the obtained results x-vector based systems are superior to the c-vector ones. Additional attention should be paid to our results in open conditions: systems trained with the use of OpenData-IV demonstrate lower quality compared to those trained with FixData-[I,II,III]. Despite the increasing amount of training data, the downsampling from 16000 Hz to 8000 Hz leads to significant quality degradation of the considered systems. We found out that for the SR task it is preferable to use 16000 Hz sampling rate and 40 dimensional MFCC features.
According to our observations the application of a more natural reverberation technique (like in FixData-[II, III]) for data augmentation makes the system more robust to unforeseen conditions. In some cases ASR based SAD (V3 systems) helps to achieve better quality than conventional energy-based SAD WPE data preprocessing for data dereverberation improves systems for open conditions. It is important to note that preprocessing was applied only to the evaluation data but not during the training process. It must be also pointed out that the main components of our SR systems are discriminatively trained models. With the use of the described systems, we were able to achieve the best quality values according to the Voices 2019 Challenge results. Our studies also allow us to conclude that score s-normalization brings additional SR performance gain.
Conclusions
This paper demonstrates the efficiency of DNN-based speaker embedding extractors for speaker verification in single channel distant/far-field audio under noisy conditions. Deep extractors with additional LSTM frame-level layers before StatPooling layer allow improving SR systems quality. More realistic data augmentation procedure and the application of a powerful ASR-based SAD (FixData-III) lead to additional system performance improvements. Note that WPE dereverberation technique can be successfully implemented as an audio preprocessing step for the SR task. The fusion of x-vector and c-vector based subsystems with CSML scoring model and scores s-normalization demonstrated the best performance on the Voices challenge data.
